Connect to a dynamic ecosystem of network, content companies and cloud service providers through secure, high performance and low latency links.
A DYNAMIC ECOSYSTEM

By choosing Scaleway Datacenter to colocate your infrastructures, you instantly access a rich ecosystem of providers that can connect you securely and directly to major cloud actors. Our facilities are the right place to build hybrid clouds, interconnect private clouds for low latency applications and enjoy the scalability and flexibility of public clouds.

BENEFITS

- Long-hall networks
- Dark fiber, MPLS/VPLS, IP services, Ethernet
- High Capacity interconnections
- Low latency, resilient, high bandwidth connectivity options
- Major public cloud provider access via partners
- Cost efficient interconnecting between Scaleway data centers
- Increase reliability
- Access to a wide range of networks

DELYAS

INSTALLATION

- 6 working days as a standard
- 24 hours in reduced time
- 4 hours in express

FIBER CROSS CONNECT

N.B. Each cross connect comes with a 4 hours recovery time.

YOU HAVE A PROJECT OR NEED A QUOTATION?
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